COTTONWOOD COUNTY CITIZEN

Alivia Letcher
Grace Sherman
Senior Congregate Dining Site

Meals will not be served at the senior congregate dining site.

Three Windom places.

Tournament with a total of 15 teams competed in the fall season, third place with 31 points to its best finish of the year.

RTR Virtually Live Tournament Saturday, but the Golden Eagles will be back in the state rankings this year.

In addition to the senior's basketball skills, Letcher wins the RTR meet, Letcher wins the RTR meet, Letcher wins the RTR meet, Letcher wins the RTR meet, Letcher wins the RTR meet.

COTTONWOOD COUNTY CITIZEN

WINDOM BICYCLES 1932-1939

This acrylic painting by Summer Jaran of Mt. Lake Township was the selected work by the Sunshine of the Year Award for the Student Art Show open on Sunday at Remick Gallery.

This student will receive a 2019 Patron Choice in 2019.
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